
Item Prototype Name: Lancer-class Tenixir r10B Frigate
Item Prototype Rarity: Epic
Item Prototype Cost: 44,999,999.99
Item Prototype Description:
The Lancer-class Tenixir r10B Frigate is a 250-meter long Frigate that is a slightly modified
version of the Lancer-class Tenixir r10 Frigate, which itself is a Collective-modified version of the
Lancer-class Frigate. This version has highly integrated systems to allow smaller crew
complements to effectively utilise it. While both preceding versions were intended for
anti-starfighter operations, the r10B has been optimized for piracy. Its hyperdrive has been
downgraded in favour of adding speed & maneuverability. Shielding has similarly been
downgraded in favour of heavier armour to save energy for this. Several segments of the
Frigate have been heavily altered to support ship-to-ship fighting and boarding actions.

Several segments of hull along the length of the ship have been removed and replaced with
launch bays, each containing basic boarding craft made from modified escape pods. Several
further segments of hull in between these launch bays have been removed and seem to now
hold scavenged artillery cannons. These cannons (20 J1 Proton Cannons & 8 Forward mounted
self loading artillery cannons) have been fixed in place so can only be aimed by moving the ship
into position for a broadside. Half its cargo capacity was sacrificed to this upgrade (50 metric
tons).

A further 25 metric tons of cargo capacity has been sacrificed to increase passenger capacity.

The vessel is Hyperdrive capable, has above average maneuverability, speed, and armour but
below average shielding.

Armament:
- 28 quad laser turrets
- 20 J1 Proton Cannons (10 on each side of the ships central segment)
- 8 Forward-mounted self-loading artillery cannon (4 on each side of the ships central

segment

Complement
- 100 crew for full effectiveness, can be manned by 25 if reliant on heavy droid

involvement
- 25 metric tons of cargo
- 60 passengers/troops


